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Abstract
With availability of multiple Big Data healthcare datasets, researchers may need a way to compare them in terms of size
and quality. We present a new tool, called Iris, which allows comparison of datasets that follow the Common Data Model
(CDM) currently maintained by the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) collaborative. Iris uses a
set of defined count measures to describe the size of a CDM dataset. This poster presents results of applying the Iris tool
(version 1) on 17 datasets that represent large claims databases, national Electronic Health Record (EHR) databases,
national large-scale research surveys, and repositories of academic medical centers or health information exchanges.
Development of Iris is motivated by efforts to characterize a “gold standard patient” or a “minimum data patient” for
observational secondary research utilizing EHR data. We expect significant future evolution of the tool and the included
data size measures.
Introduction
Transforming healthcare data into a Common Data Model (CDM) allows execution of analyses on several large healthcare
datasets. During analysis planning, analyst often need to understand differences in datasets across several data partners.
Using the CDM maintained by the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) collaborative,1 we
developed a tool, called Iris, which allows a quick generation and comparison of several well defined data size metrics. In
this poster, we present a comparison of 17 datasets that represent large claims databases, national Electronic Health Record
(EHR) databases, national large-scale research surveys, and repositories of academic medical centers or health information
exchanges.
Methods
The Iris tool was first released in March 2015 as a Structured Query Language (SQL) script and later wrapped into an R
package for easier execution. Iris code is open source (available at github.com/OHDSI/iris) and can be executed within R
after a single install command – devtools::install_github("OHDSI/Iris"). The core code consists of a set of SQL queries that
compute counts, such as ‘Count of patients with at least one diagnosis and one procedure’; measure D3). Iris is inspired by
our earlier effort to perform dataset size comparisons. 2
Iris currently provides the following measures: count of events (G1), count of patients (G2), count of patients with at least
one diagnosis and one medication (D2), count of patients with at least one diagnosis and one procedure (D3), count of
patients with at least one diagnosis, medication and observation (D4), and count of deceased patients (D5).
Development of Iris was motivated by discussions within the OHDSI community about “gold standard patient” or
“minimum data patient”. Some datasets may contain a large number of patients with data limited to only one domain. For
example, a data partner may include in the CDM dataset all data from the regional immunization registry. Such inclusion
will greatly increase the number of patients in the dataset, however there will be no diagnoses, procedures, lab results or
medications recorded for most immunization registry patients because they receive care outside the integrated delivery
network. Similar heterogeneous pattern may occur in a health information exchange (HIE) dataset where widely differing
level of patient data may be provided by the local HIE participants. For calculations of disease or event prevalence (% of
patients with a given EHR event), inclusion of all possible patients may lead to biased population level prevalence
estimates.
The set of measures currently computed by Iris is not meant to be comprehensive but serves as a starting point for more
complex dataset comparisons in future versions of Iris or in OHDSI Achilles tool. 3 We used on purpose a strategy of a

limited set of measures and an early release of Iris to allow CDM adopters to see their dataset quantified using Iris and
provide additional measures that they would want to add to future version of Iris and why they consider them important.
Results
Table 1 shows values for all current Iris measures for the analyzed 17 datasets (with some sites providing Iris data for
multiple datasets). To encourage broader site participation for our comparison, we masked the names of the individual
datasets (and sites) and refer to datasets using arbitrary IDs. We received informal positive feedback from Iris users that the
counts provide an interesting initial insights about their dataset with respect to the “minimum data patient” problem. In
terms of request for additional measures, one site requested modifications for measure D4 that uses OBSERVATION table
that we plan to address in future Iris releases. Iris version 1 was designed to run on both CDM version 4 and version 5 and
for all other measures (except D4) the same logic can be used on both CDM versions. Because version 5 introduced a
separate table for a set of laboratory data items (defined in OHDSI Vocabulary using the concept domain mechanism), a
new measure D4b can potentially asses patients with at least one diagnosis, medication and lab measurement.
Review of results in Table 1 shows quickly that some datasets contain no data on patient deaths or observations. For
researchers conducting research in pharmacovigilance, Iris shows significant differences in counts of G1 patients (all
patients) to D2 patients (1+[Dx, Rx] patients). For example, dataset #8 with 107.9 million G1 patients drops to 72 million
D2 patients (33% decrease).
Conclusion
We have created a new OHDSI tool that allows elementary data size comparison between CDM datasets, and we generated
size comparisons for 17 CDM datasets.
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Table 1. 2-part table showing IRIS results for 17 compared datasets (counts indicate thousands; except the version row).
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